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Moving from AutoStar to IDMS

We know that DMS conversions are one of the biggest disruptions that a dealership can go through. That’s why 
we’ve worked hard over the past few years to create a data conversion tool and conversion process that will 
cause the least disruption to your business as possible.

With your commitment and our partnership, we’ll make sure that IDMS becomes invaluable to your dealership.

Why should I convert 
to IDMS?

Since IDMS was built, we’ve made significant investments into making it a next-generation DMS built specifically 
for independent and BHPH dealers. Since IDMS was released in 2015 we’ve made multiple enhancements to 
better serve dealership like you. Some of those improvements include (but are not limited to):

	z Enhanced credit reporting
	z Payment waterfall configurations
	z Automated tasks and report scheduling
	z GL mapping, accounting integrations, 

flexible accounting
	z Multiple/stacked promise to pays
	z Recurring CPI side notes
	z  General ledger, account ledgers
	z Enhanced form packages

	z CBC integration
	z Omnique integration
	z Quickbooks integration
	z  IVR
	z VisionMenu integration
	z Side-by-side worksheet 

comparison
	z SecureClose integration
	z ...and much, much more!

What are the benefits of 
moving to IDMS?

Due to the structure and stability of AutoStar, we are no longer actively innovating the AutoStar platform. We are 
focused on making IDMS a fit for AutoStar dealers to move to, to continue to grow and innovate their business.

With IDMS, we are committing numerous resources to building out IDMS to be the best solution for dealership 
like you. IDMS is constantly being enhanced because we know a web based, intuitive DMS is what the 
independent space needs.

Why should I consider 
moving off AutoStar?

We will convert your existing AutoStar data over to IDMS. Over the past year we’ve been testing the conversion 
tool with AutoStar dealers to make sure each conversion is successful. We can have multiple team members 
work on each conversion and build process to ensure data integrity before you go live with IDMS.

What will happen to my 
existing AutoStar data?
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